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The Seychelles

would be a possibility if you chose to of a small concrete airstrip carved from
The Best Bonefishing on The waste your time in such a meaningless the jungles of a coconut plantation on
Planet Earth
exercise in arithmetic foolhardiness. In- Alphonse Island. The live-aboard Tam
Northeast of Madagascar and east stead, when you
Tam is a short
of Nairobi, in the vast expanse of the tire of bonefishwalk from the
“We caught bonefish on popwestern Indian Ocean, lie the idyllic ing, you can purplane. Most of
pers, grasshopper flies, bare brass
Seychelles Islands. The 115, mostly cor- sue giant trevally
the bonefishing is
hooks and 4/0 Lefty’s Deceivers atalline islands, are sparsely spread over or smaller bluefin
done on the huge
tached to 40 lb. braided wire.”
1.3 million square kilometers. South- trevally that savflats surrounding
west of the main island Mahe, about agely attack popSt. Francois Isan hour by air, lie three postcard per- pers or large deceivers. If all this fish- land. One arrives there after a 30 minute
fect coral atolls and the best bonefish- ing becomes too easy, you can go for motor southwest of Alphonse, past the
ing on the planet Earth. Best is not a the rarest of all Seychelles’ angling smallest and most beautiful island of
superlative we use
prizes, the acro- the group, Le Bijoutier.
lightly and yet it
batic milkfish.
Does this sound like an anglers
“There were days when we
is not applied nerMilkfish rarely paradise? Wait there is more! The flats
were never out of sight of bonefish.
vously. This is the
have been caught are all hard and easily wadeable. ComYou could catch, or at least cast to
best!
on a fly. But this prised of packed white sand and
a fish whenever you wanted. The
There is no
elusive fish is one crushed coral, these hard-bottomed flats
question was never how many fish
way to adequately
of the strongest are interlaced with beautiful pale blue
you could catch in a day, the quesdescribe the bonfound on the channels that give fish access to the flats.
tion was how big a fish could you
efishing in the
world’s flats and The fishing is good at all stages of the
find to stalk.”
Seychelles. You
when hooked, tide. But on the fringes of the tide,
Journal SSH October 1998
may see more fish
dazzles the lucky where the water meets the land, lies the
here than you will
angler with blis- best tailing bonefishing on the planet.
see the whole remainder of your bon- tering runs and huge thrashing jumps. The experienced angler will immediefishing career. One hundred fish days
The trip itself begins at the end ately gravitate towards these areas especially on the rising tide where bonefish
tails glint suggestively in only inches
of water. Yes, this is heaven and yes, all
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There are no traditional guides and no flats boats, only
a fiberglass skiff and a hypalon Zodiac. All fishing is wade
fishing and the boats are not even equipped with push poles.
The two friendly and affable guides, Donald and Paul, know
the fishing and can definitely always find fish. The rest is
up to you. If this makes you at all nervous, on our first trip

“At the outside rim of the reef, where the waves
crash against the atoll, is the place to hunt for the big
bones. The biggest fish I landed today was 13 or 14
lbs. and I lost the biggest bonefish I’ve ever seen along
with my flyline and half my backing. He took a gotcha
off the surface and he probably went between 16 and
20 lbs... amazing.”

to the Seychelles we had a beginning bone fisherman who
hadn’t casted a fly rod in 10 years and he caught over 100
fish for the week!
The meals are superb. Fresh fish is served at every meal.
More often than not, the evening’s fish is caught by
handlining at the Tam Tam’s mooring during cocktail hour.

trees leaning out over perfect white sand beaches that slope
onto pale turquoise flats. Hawksbill turtles, fairy terns and
soaring frigate birds constantly monitor your activities. Each
island’s lovely lagoon is encircled by waves crashing in on
the atoll’s reef sending a fine mist into the bluest sky imaginable.
If you choose to make the commitment of time, energy
and money and if you are willing to endure the hassles of
international travel and the disorientation of jet lag, you
will be rewarded with acres of tails glittering in the soft,
saturated equatorial light of a completely deserted and perfect coral atoll.
Late breaking news!... At press time, we have been
told that a new lodge plans to be up and running on
Alphonse Island by early winter 2000. The crew of the
Tam Tam will serve as concessionaire for this lodge. This
should be good news for anglers not able to pull together
a group to charter the Tam Tam. A small, well-run lodge
will also allow fishermen to enjoy their sport while their
non-fishing companions explore this incredible atoll in
comfort. Please call for more details!

Africa 700 miles
“When your arms got tired of catching bonefish,
giant trevally, bigeye trevally, and bluefin trevally,
we played a game we called ‘counting coup’. This
involved sneaking up on a tailing bonefish and touching his tail with your rod tip. After we perfected
this, we tried sneaking up on tailing bonefish to pinch
their tails between our thumb and forefinger. We
never made it....but we did come within three inches!”
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Grouper, speckled emperor and other sumptuous snapperlike fish are wonderfully prepared. A second entree of steak,
chicken or seafood is served every evening and is washed
down with cold local beer, delicious South African wine or
bottled water. Desserts are homemade and include cheesecakes and chocolate cake.
But perhaps the most important accolade we can heap
upon this island group concerns their unspoiled beauty. If
you were to design the prototypical idyllic coral atoll, this
would be it. These islands are stunning with huge palm
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Travel Health

are required and which are recomYou’ve done your homework; mended.
The Center for Disease Control
you’ve tied flies and knotted leaders,
packed and repacked and remembered (CDC) issues recommendations for US
your passport and visa. It was only this travelers in “Health Information for Inmorning that you landed on the strip ternational Travel”. This annual pubto begin this trip of a lifetime. But to- lication contains vaccination and certification requirenight you have a headments for enache and you are nauInternational
demic diseases
seated. In a few hours
First Aid Kit
on a country by
you’ll find a case of gut
1. Prescription drugs with a copy of your
country basis.
wrenching diarrhea
prescription including written directions
This publication
will be added to your
for their use. This will avoid customs
also denotes poquickly expanding list
hassles in countries plagued with drug
tential health
of symptoms. You feel
trafficking.
hazards worldmiserable, your trip
2. Brief written personal medical hiswide by geomay be ruined and
tory, including allergies and recent illgraphical region.
worst of all, it could
nesses.
This informahave been prevented.
3. Medications, including painkillers,
tion is updated
Amoebic dysenantibiotics, antacids, antihistamines
in the biweekly
tery, diarrheal diseases,
and anti-diarrhea medications.
“Summary of
and parasitic worms
4. Wound management materials, inHealth Informaare associated with
cluding ointment, gauze, tape, bandages
tion for Internafood and water in
and basic splinting materials.
tional Travel”.
many of the world’s
Note: this is just a starting point. We
Both the annual
most irresistible anencourage physicians to submit their
book and the bigling destinations.
recommended medication list to us and
weekly updates
You must therefore enwe will start compiling a definitive intercan be obtained
sure a proper water
national first aid kit.
from the Supersource and if necessary, disinfect all water before drink- intendent of Documents, US Governing or even brushing your teeth. It may ment Printing Office, Washington DC,
be necessary to also avoid milk, butter 20402. Your library or health departor other dairy products. Drink only ment may have copies available too.
The CDC also has a 24 hour interbottled or filtered water and ask for no
ice in all your drinks.. Make sure foods national travelers hotline available to
are well-cooked and served hot. Fruits answer your specific questions at 404with skins that can be peeled before 332-4559. Call at least 2 months before your departure in order to have
eating are best.
But what about Typhoid fever, yel- enough time to receive the required
low fever, Dengue fever and Polio? Be- shots.
The CDC also has a website on the
fore venturing to some exotic locale
you’ll need to know specifically which internet. This website has the latest
immunizations or medical precautions information on recommended and re-

quired vaccines and health precautions
by country and region around the
world. The address is http://
www.cdc.gov/travel/.
Your health on any angling trip is
your most important commodity.
Without it, your trip of a lifetime can
quickly deteriorate into a nightmare
and a wish to just go home. With proper
pre-trip information and precaution,
that nightmare can be avoided and all
you’ll come home with is great memories and beautiful photos.

In Addition...
Two good books on the subject of
traveler’s health are, “Traveler’s Medical Resource” by William W. Forgey M.D., published
by Globe-Pequot Press, 800-243-0495 and
“International Travel Health Guide” by Stuart
R. Ruse M.D., published by Travel Medicine,
800-872-8633.
Herchmer Medical Consultants will prepare, for a small fee, a customized pre-trip
update identifying what is new, required and
recommended for your visit. Call 800-3368334.
A free list of English-speaking physicians throughout the world can be obtained
from the International Association for Medical Assistance to Travelers at 716-7544883.
Small, highly efficient water purifiers
can be obtained from Big Horn Mountain
Sports at 307-672-6866. Ask for Darrell
or Steve and they can explain the differences
between models and brands.
It is also important to check with your
insurance company to make sure international medical evacuations are covered. Often you can add a supplemental policy to your
existing one temporarily.
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Montana
Horsepack Trips

stone Park and to the north, east, and west by

Exciting News Concerning

from the meadow is incredible. To the west is

yellowstone’s Slough Creek

the elk country of Anderson Mountain. To

We just received this letter from
Denny Chatlain and he has some important news concerning access by his
outfit to Frenchy’s Meadow on Slough
Creek.

the north lies Horseshoe Mountain, and to the

“Hello from Rock’n Seven C Outfitters!

Rock’n Seven C Outfitters will access

1998 was a great year for our outfit and we

Slough Creek by several trails: Lost Creek,

would like to thank Scott and the crew at

Abundance Creek, Rock Creek and by Col-

Angling Destinations for all the support they

umbine Pass. All of these routes are scenic

gave us this past season. We saw lots of famil-

and pass through some of the most game rich

iar faces, made some new friends, and actu-

country that Montana has to offer! This coun-

ally got Scott on a horse in the Beartooths for

try is home to elk, bear, deer, mountain goat,

some high country fly fishing. I am not sure

bighorn sheep and moose. After fishing, our

that Scott’s future aspirations include a rodeo

guests will enjoy watching all the critters on

career, but I think he did enjoy the horses dur-

the surrounding slopes from the comfort of

ing our wilderness trip and I know he enjoyed

camp.

Montana
Bird Hunting

the Absoroka-Beartooth Wilderness. The view

south Cutoff Mountain. Many creeks enter
Slough Creek in Frenchy’s Meadow including
Bull, Tucker, Frenchy, Wolverine, Lost, and
Abundance Creeks.

Slough is a great fishery and produces

the fishing.
Anyway, we just received some exciting

cutts up to 18 inches. The meadow is open and

news from the US Forest Service. Our pack

casting is easy. However, these big cutts are

outfit is now permitted in the Slough Creek

wary and anglers will have to be stealthy to

Drainage just north of Yellowstone Park. This

be successful.

greatly expands our fly fishing opportunities

We are excited to add Slough Creek to our

in the Absoroka/Beartooth Wilderness.

operation! More fishing, more wildlife and

Slough Creek has long been known for its su-

more scenery. We’ll be heading up the trail

per cutthroat fishing. The area we will be

starting in early July, so get Scott on the phone

visiting is known as Frenchy’s Meadow and

and make sure and reserve your spot with

was named for a hunter/trapper that home-

Rock’n Seven C Outfitters for 1999.”

steaded in this area.

This is great news and promises
some excellent fishing opportunities in
an absolutely beautiful area. At press
time, there were still some weeks open
for this summer and it is not too early
to plan for summer 2000!

Frenchy’s Meadow is a special place with
great fishing, incredible scenery and lots of
history. It is accessible only by foot or by horseback via 12 miles of rugged wilderness trail.
Frenchy’s is bordered to the south by Yellow-

In the early fall, our horsepack
outfitter, Denny Chatlain, runs an elk
hunting camp in the Beartooths. When
the snow starts to pile up in late October, he begins guiding birdhunters for
us. This winter, we have been busy
making some changes in our operation;
adding lodging and expanding our existing services. If you have never hunted
with us, we have three areas we hunt:
one outside the Crow Indian village of
Lodge Grass, one near Pryor and one
near Red Lodge. The Lodge Grass ranch
is set in the shadows of the Bighorn
Mountains where many acres of grain
fields are interspersed with brushy
creek bottoms and are home to pheasants, chukars and huns. The Pryor operation lies some twenty miles north
of the Bighorn Mountains in rolling
open country filled with brushy creek
beds and long coulees of tall grass. This
is a large area and holds good numbers
of pheasant, chukar, huns and sharptail
grouse. Our lease in Red Lodge is located on beautiful little Willow Creek.
To the south, the Beartooth Mountains
rise majestically above the horizon. We
enjoy pheasnt, hun and sharptail hunting in the creek bottoms that are edged
with thick willows and wild rose
bushes. The sagebrush hills east of the
creek are home to many coveys of huns
and sharptails. So give us a call and plan
your fall birdhunt today.

Days of the Full Moon, 1999/2000
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September 25

January 21, 2000

May 18

September 13

October 24

February 19

June 16

October 13

November 23

March 20

July 16

November 11

December 22

April 18

August 15

December 11

330 N Main St.

Sheridan, WY 82801

800-211-8530

Fax: 307-672-3920

Acklins Wiggler

Belize
new Live-Aboard with Martin Mccord

For anyone who has had the good fortune to fish with
Martin McCord at Belize River Lodge, you know that Martin is simply the best fishing guide in the country. With
Belize River Lodge for the last sixteen years, he has been
superbly guiding the coastal waters of Belize and in the process stockpiling a wealth of fishing information. Martin has
expertly guided both lodge-based fishermen and has
captained one of the motherships from the lodge. Martin is
our most requested guide at Belize River Lodge. We have
never had a client who, once having fished with Martin,
didn’t want to return and fish with him the following year.
So here is the really important news: Martin McCord
has resigned from Belize River Lodge and is now captain of
his own 45’ live-aboard yacht. The boat was built wide for
both stability and space. There are two staterooms, one
fore and one aft, each with two beds and a private bathroom. An eating area separates the two sleeping areas for
plenty of privacy (the crew will sleep on top). This sleeping and eating area is completely air-conditioned. There is
a tape/CD player, VCR with TV monitor and ship-to-shore
radio. Martin will tow two skiffs. This yacht is extremely
well designed. Based upon Martin’s vast experience, he has
been able to decide exactly how his boat should be laid out
for maximum comfort, convenience and safety. Martin has
supervised every step in its construction.
If you’ve never experienced a live-aboard trip, the list of
advantages over a land-based trip is lengthy. The ability to
move well away from population centers allows you to fish
remote areas not available to land-based fishermen. Where
you go and what you fish are totally up to you. This decision is often made daily after consultation with your captain. You’ll anchor in the lee of cays far away from insects
and rough water where cool breezes make for perfect evenings. Without the lengthy boat rides home, you can fish
the most action-packed period in the tropics, the hour before and after sunset. Plan your meals to eat when you
want and then fish, fish, fish!
So give us a call today and plan your live-aboard adventure for next fall or spring. How can you beat the combination of the country’s best guide captaining the best boat in
the best permit and tarpon waters in the world.

Mexico
Ascension Bay

Hook:
Thread:
Tail:

Flash,
body
Body:

Mustad 34007 Size 6
Color of body
Long dyed grizzly
maribou 2- 2 1/2 x
length of body with 2
pieces of Krystal
same color as

If you’re looking for a place
to take a non-fishing companion, this is it. Playa Blanca is a
new and very unique property
located 120 miles south of
Cancun on a remote and ex-

Wrapped Krystal Flash
can be over overlapped
with larvae-lace or
comparable

material
Eyes:
Painted lead eye
Antennae: Sili-legs
This fly has a great deal of action
in the water. Both the maribou and
the sili-legs impart the kind of motion that drives bonefish wild. Tie
them in tan, pink, orange, cream and
olive. If you have tidal current, throw
this fly downstream, strip once into
the flow and let it sit still with the
maribou waving seductively. No self
respecting Albula vulpes can resist.

traordinarily beautiful private
island. Ten miles of untouched
white sand beaches, lined with
coconut palms that stretch as
far as the eye can see, are surrounded by the incredible blue
of the Caribbean Ocean. The
five very private cabanas have
private verandas and the service
and food are the finest you will
find anywhere.
At Playa Blanca you can go
fishing for bonefish, permit or

Marlbone Man

tarpon; explore the Tupac and
Chac Mool Mayan ruins; kayak
a secluded lagoon; snorkel a hid-

Hook:

TMC 811S or Mustad
34007 Size 4-6
Thread:
6/0 to match body
Eyes:
Small painted lead
eyes or Umpqua
painted eyes
Antennae: Krystal Flash
Mouth:
Dyed grizzly maribou
approximately the
length of hook
shank
Body:
Crystal Chenille
Legs:
Sili Legs knotted
This is an excellent big fish fly. The
Marlbone Man has a fat profile and
brings a ”lot of groceries” to the
fish. This is an excellent fly for fast
moving bonefish that are hell-bent
on leaving a flat on a falling tide or
charging the flats on a rising tide.
This fly will often stop these preoccupied fish in their tracks.
Like the pattern above, the maribou
and sili-legs move well, even at rest.
This fly is taken from Bob Veverka’s
new book “ Innovative Saltwater
Flies” See page 81 and 82.
Tie this fly in orange, pink, tan, brown
or off-white.

den reef; go birdwatching or
you could choose to lay in your
hammock and do absolutely
nothing at all. Call for details.

New Book
At the risk of tooting our
own horn, we highly recommend a new saltwater flytying
book titled “Innovative Saltwater Flies”. Published by
Stackpole Books and compiled
by Bob Veverka, this book is
beautifully photographed and
contains both patterns and photographs of many truly unique
and productive saltwater flies.
Take a look at page 76 and see a
few of the flies you’ve seen in
our previous newsletters.
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Bahamas News
South Andros
Mars Bay bonefish Villa
If you drive 15 miles south of the airport at Congo Town, past Kemps Bay and
over Deep Creek, you will arrive at the
end of the road and the harbor at Mars
Bay. Here you will find a newly built, three
bedroom, two bath villa complete with
central A/C, satellite TV and a full kitchen.
Fifty feet from the villa lie two 16’ Carolina Super Skiffs with casting platforms and
30 hp Seapro Mercury engines.
The on-site owner, Sardious Smith,
has hired local guides, Wilfred Andrew and
Trevor Smith, to man these boats and explore the extensive and protected interior
creeks of fabled South Andros. These
guides are committed to giving your party

Sandy Point
Patrick’s New Boat
The extraordinary guide, Patrick Rob-

If you have booked Pelican Bay

erts, has just purchased a 28’ center con-

through another agency you need to pay

sole Mako. The Mako is equipped with

very close attention to the following

twin 200 hp outboards. This boat opens

news. On Dec. 3, Pelican Bay reservation

up the possibility of blue water fishing in

agent, Jim Hoffman, was unexpectedly re-

the prolific waters surrounding Sandy

placed. Jim recruited and had a strong rela-

Point. Also, Patrick will now be able to mo-

tionship with the guides for Pelican Bay.

tor to incredible Mores Island on days when

In their two successful years of operation,

it would have been impossible in his flats

David, William, Jeffrey and Joseph Pinder

skiff. Patrick also raised the possibility (for

had solidified their reputations as outstand-

the hardy explorer) of overnighting aboard

ing guides while providing their clients with

and exploring some of the outer reaches of

outstanding bonefishing. At the end of Feb-

the marls and cays north of Mores Island.

ruary, the Pinders left Pelican Bay and de-

We will keep you posted on developments.

cided to establish their own bonefish op-

If you have an idea, let us know and we

eration naming it Grand Bahama Bon-

will get Patrick to quote a price.

efishing Ltd. They have selected Xanadu

South Andros
Bair Bahamas

a full day of fishing, snorkeling or beach-

Bair Bahamas Guest House is com-

combing. They know the areas well from

pletely sold out for spring of 1999 and close

Grassy Cay to Deep Creek and from

to being sold out for next fall. If you are

Hawksbill Creek to Curly Cut Cay. The

interested in this exceptional lodge, we urge

flats lie from 5-40 minutes away while the

you to think about booking for spring

coral reefs begin one mile from the villa.

2000. Quite simply, Bair Bahamas offers

These coral reefs are expansive, healthy and

the best guides, boats, food and accommo-

provide excellent snorkeling in 10-25 feet

dations on Andros. No wonder everyone

of blue Bahamaian water.

who books Bairs ends up going back again

This is a perfect destination for fami-

and again. Please call today, don’t wait.

a maximum of 6 people with 4 being fish-

Bahama Island for accommodations. The
Xanadu has tennis courts, a scuba center,
bars, restaurants, swimming pool, a private
beach and golf available on a nearby course.
The Pinders will be using new Dolphin
Superskiffs outfitted with leaning bars on
the casting deck and poling platforms on
the rear. These boats are equipped with radios and life preservers and powered by new
90hp Yamaha engines.
Angling Destinations does not know

Banyan Beach
AT Treasure Cay

guides - on this we will keep you posted.
We do know that we can fill you in on all

Finally up and running with new

the details concerning this situation and

Angling Destinations will be visiting

Flatsmaster skiffs that can be poled in less

that we will be booking a new name, Grand

the Mars Bay Bonefish Villa in early April

than 8 inches of water, new 50 hp Johnson

Bahama Bonefishing Ltd. An organiza-

and will look into every nook and cranny

motors and the best guides on north Abaco.

tion that will be manned by old and reli-

from meals to boats, guides to accommo-

Banyan Beach offers excellent poolside ac-

able faces within the bonefishing world.

dations and give you an assessment in time

commodations on a 3 mile long white sand

for planning your fall 1999 or spring 2000

beach that National Geographic Magazine

trip. On the same trip we will be visiting

called “one of the world’s ten best beaches”.

North Andros and will have a report avail-

This is an excellent destination for couples

able on this destination too.

and a perfect spot for both anglers and

ermen.

nonanglers. Call for new brochure.
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Beach Resort on the south shore of Grand

if Pelican Bay plans to recruit and train new

lies or friends looking to get way off the
beaten path. The villa can accommodate

Pelican Bay
Grand Bahama Island

ask us about our
new tarpon
hotspot north of
cancun!

Saltwater Leaders
There is a great deal of conflicting information available concerning saltwater leaders. There seems to be a myriad of leader recipes
using many different knots, section lengths and materials. In an effort to reduce this confusion, we offer a schematic primer on
important saltwater leaders, their uses, knot options and section length ranges. We hope this helps clarify your “Terminal Tackle”. In
our next newsletter, we will go over IGFA Specification leaders.

Tapered Leaders
Type One
This is the simplest leader for use on species that do not have mono-cutting teeth, gill-plates, spines or skin such as bonefish or
permit. These leaders can be purchased (pre-tied or knotless) or hand tied. We are showing purchased tapered knotless leaders.
Tippet 12-24”
Leader length 7-13’

Perfection Loop or Double Surgeons Knot
loop to loop to short butt section or to
whipped loop on fly line

Blood Knot
or Double
Surgeons

Palomar Knot
or Improved Clinch

Type two
The same as above with the addition of an abrasion tippet. This leader is used on moderatly sharp-toothed or gilled fish when a
stealthy presentation is still needed. Perfect for species such as snapper and snook.
6-12” 30-100lb. mono

Leader length 7-13’

Homer Rhode
Loop Knot or
Non-slip Mono
Loop

Albright, Surgeons
or Huffnagel Knot

Perfection Loop or Double Surgeons Knot
loop to loop to short butt section or to
whipped loop on fly line

Type three
This leader substitutes wire for mono for fish with very sharp teeth such as barracuda.
6-12” single strand wire

Leader length 7-13’

Albright
Knot

Perfection Loop or Double Surgeons Knot
loop to loop to short butt section or to
whipped loop on fly line

Haywire
Twists at ends

Type Four
This leader adds a 4” mono section to the single wire and allows for a quick change of pre-rigged flies. The Haywire Twist takes
a long time to tie and the mono allows for a quick loop to loop change.
4” 10-30lb. mono

6-12” single strand wire

Leader length 7-13’

Perfection Loop or Double Surgeons Knot loop to loop
to short butt section or to whipped loop on fly line

Double Surgeons
or Perfections
Loops

Albright
Knot

Haywire
Twists at ends
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330 N. Main Street · Sheridan, WY 82801

Bahamas

Belize, Honduras, Mexico

Wyoming, Montana

Alaska, Canada

Oeishas, Acklin’s Top Choice
Grey’s Point, Moxey’s
Banyan Beach Bonefishing Club,
North Andros Bonefish Lodge
Grand Bahama Bonefishing Ltd.,
Bair Bahamas Guest House,
Tranquility Hill, Pelican Bay

Belize River Lodge
Turneffe Flats Lodge
Turneffe Island Lodge
Casa Blanca, Playa Blanca,
Isla Holbox
Lillpat Sittee River Resort

Private Ranches
Mountain Streams
Mountain Horsepack Trips
Five Rivers Lodge
Forrester’s Frontier Travel
Bighorn River Country Lodge

Lodges, Float Trips
Tent Camps
Bristol Bay, British Columbia
Northwest Territories
Bristol Bay Lodge
Kanektok River Camp
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IS

SATISFY SUCH CRITIQUES.

COMMITTED TO PRESERV-

WHETHER YOU ARE SEARCH-

ING BOTH THE FISHERIES WE DIS-

ING FOR BONEFISH AND PERMIT

COVER AND THE FRIENDSHIPS

IN SALT, PIKE AND WALLEYE IN

THAT WE MAKE.

THE MAJORITY CANADA, SALMON IN ALASKA
OF OUR BUSINESS IS FROM RE- OR TROUT IN THE ROCKIES, WE
PEAT CLIENTS. WE TRY AND KEEP CAN DRAW ON OUR COMBINED

TINATIONS ARE UNIQUE.

MANY

... AND WE
SHARING.

ARE EXCLUSIVE TO US
DON’T MIND

WE

HOPE YOU ENJOY THE

FOLLOWING ACCOUNTS .

THEY
REPRESENT SOME OF THE ADVENTURES WE HAVE TO OFFER.
AN OPEN EAR TO CUSTOMER YEARS OF FISHING THE WORLD
W E L O OK F OR WA R D TO
FEEDBACK AND TAILOR OUR FU- TO MEET YOUR NEEDS. OUR DES- YOUR CALL!
TURE DIRECTION IN A WAY TO
330 N. Main St. Sheridan,WY 82801
(307) 672-6894 (800) 211-8530
Fax: (307) 672-3920

